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d. Check sampling indicates that the geochemical grid sampled by Larabee is 
reliable. Sxtension of the grid resulted in two more local anomalies 
which will be tested by stripping* 

e. Adjacent to the Puzzle Group on Starbird Ridge, very low grade disseminated 
copper mineralisation occurs in quartsites of the Starbird Ridge (?) 
formation* grits of the Horsethief formation, and dolomites of the Kt* 
Nelson formation. Discontinuous quartz-barite-chalcopyrite veins occur 
in dolomite which is in fault (?) contact with toby conglomerate east 
of the Puzzle Group, Bone of the showings are of economic interest. 

f« An A-C-16 Bulldoser (equivalent in sis© to a Caterpillar 0-7) has been 
hired to begin stripping on the property July 16th. 

fhe property is sixteen miles northwest of Invermere, B.C. overlooking 
Horsethief Creek on the south flank of Starbird Bldge. Access is by 
government and logging road to within two miles of the property, then by 
four-wheel-drive road driven as part of the Cominco 196? work agreement. 
Some trenching was also carried out to test soil sample anomalies based on 
sampling done by Larabeo, the owner of the property. 

It should be noted that the property is not situated on the ridge indicated 
on the work proposal map. Instead, i t is approximately one mile further 
west, on the next ridge. Its relative geologic setting, however, is unchanged. 

The ridge containing the Puzzle Group can be divided into three parts, fo 
the north, folded rooks of the Hount Kelson formation are thrust southward 
over rocks of the Horsethief formation, which are in fault contact with 
folded Paleozoic rocks which form the southern part of the ridge* It i s 
within the klippe of Horsethief formation rocks that most of the showings 
on the property occur. 

Host of the showings on the Puzzle Group are confined to brittle limy 
taembers of the Horsethief formation. Three main types of lead-zinc mineralisa
tion have been founds 

a. Thin, discountinuous high grade veins accompanied by siderit© and 
sideritic alteration of the country rocks. These veins cut various 
rock types, including quartzite of the Starbird Ridg© formation (?). 

b. Small, high grade lead-zinc pods (?) in brecciated carbonate rocks# 
The host rock is partially dolomitized dark gray magnesian limestone. 
Textures suggest that open-space f i l l i n g in the breecia„is the predominant 
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bm procesa of mineralisation but aome replacement of the country rock is 

indicated. 

c. Biscountinuousv scattered blebs of galena and sphalerite occur in the 
cores of late-stage carbonate veins in dolomitic layers within gray 
slates and in dark gray magneaian limestone of the Horsethief formation. 

Only breccia-type mineralization seems to have any posoibiility of producing 
mineralisation of sufficient tonnage to b© of economic interest. 

In a l l the showings studied galena is f a r more prominent than sphalerite. 

So appreciable mineralization has been found i n grits, conglomerates, 
slates or slates with interbedded dolomite of the Horsethief formation. 
Apparently only fairly thick beds of dark gray magneaian limestone were 
i n i t i a l l y brittle enough and subsequently permeable enough to sustain 
appreciable fracturing then subsequent veining and mineralization. 

Outcrop is sparse adjacent to mineralized areas but geochemical sampling 
has proven successful i n locating even small areas of mineralization. Re
sampling of parts of the 1967 geochemical soi l sampling grid indicate that 
the results quoted are reliable (the numbers are different but highs and 
lows match up). The geochemical grid was extended northward up the ridge 
to include the north (thrust) fault. Although two new local anomalies were 
found, they are both near the showings. These anomalies and several from the 
old grid will be tested by bulldozer stripping. 
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Quartzites of th© Starbird Eidge formation (?) commonly have copper carbonate 
stains on joint faces which can sometimes be attributed to disseminated 
chalcopyrite i n the rock. Similar stains are common on joint faces in 
grits of the Horsethief formation. 

Lenses of pyrite and sparsely disseminated grain© of chalcopyrite occur 
in buffsacolored dolomites of the Eount Kelson formation north of the Puzzle 
Group. 

Sarite and quarts-barite-chalcopyrite veins were found i n dolomite of 
uncertain age which is in fault (?) contact with the Toby conglomerate 
east of the Puzzle Group. The veins are discontinuous and of no economic 
signifigance. 

Vein mineralization in the southern showings of the Puzzle Group apparently 
represents tension gash fillings formed during movement on the south fault. 
This conclusion i s based on inferred vein/fault proximity and the low 
angle they make with the fault. Breccia mineralisation, however, i s not 
obviously related to the fault. jLithology seems to be the primary localising 
factor but ultimately, brecciation is probably initiated by folding or 
faulting* 

Khere i t has been studied, no mineralization is associated with the north 
(thrust) fault. It has associated breccia where i t crosses fit. Kelson 
dolomites but elsewhere the contact is sharp. 

On Starbird Eidge east of the Puzzle Group, blebs of galena, sphalerite and 
chalcopyrite occur i n veins f i l l i n g tension cracks associated with small 
scale folds. Mineralisation occurs only i n dark gray magnesian limestone 
of the Horsethief formation. Not a l l the veins are mineralized and the 
overall grade i s negligable but the association of mineralization with 
folding is interesting. 
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A bulldozer equivalent in size to a Caterpillar D-7 has been hired to strip 
likely - looking areas on the Puzzle Group. Little likelihood is seen of 
a deposit of economic interest but information about controls of mineralization 
should be forthcoming. 

Regional work on Starbird Eidge has solved some problems but raised others. 
In particular, the locations of the north and south faults and distinctions 
between the Horsethief and Firebird formations remain problematical. Toby 
conglomerate has been seen in several areas (on Toby Creek, on Firebird 
Ridge) but no conclusions about its origin have been drawn. 

W.J.McKillan/as 
July 15, 1968 

W.J. McMillan 
Geologist 


